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1 Overview

Control and oordination of a set of autonomous vehi les that an freely move
on a plane is a widely studied topi in roboti s. The fo us on this kind of
problem has grown in re ent years be ause of the in reased interest in studying
systems populated by many, simple units, instead of few, powerful ones. In
parti ular, these units simply observe the environment by using their sensors,
and rea t following simple rules: the rea tion to the environmental stimuli is
alled the behavior of the unit. Despite the simpli ity of the units, it has been
shown that these groups of vehi les an exploit rather omplex group behaviors
[14℄. Moreover, su h a system is preferable to one made up of just one large
and powerful unit for many reasons: low osts in hanging faulty units; ability
to solve tasks otherwise unsolvable by a single unit [6, 16℄ (e.g., robots that
have to move big obje ts [15℄); ertain problems an be solved qui ker [2℄ (e.g.,
robots that are asked to lean a room [13℄); for fault toleran e onsiderations;
the de reased ost through simpler individual unit design. An extensive survey
an be found in [4℄.
One major question that arises is: How is it possible to properly oordinate
these group of mobile robots, su h that they an together a omplish what they
are asked to do? And another question is: How simple an these units be [7℄?
In this paper we study the o king problem: a set of mobile units are required
to follow a leader unit while keeping a predetermined formation (i.e., they are
required to move in o k, like a group of soldiers). Moreover, the units in the
o k do not know beforehand the path the leader will take: their task is just to
follow him wherever he goes, and to keep the formation while moving. This is
a problem often studied in roboti s, with several appli ations (e.g. military [3℄,
or in fa tories, where robots an be asked to move heavy loads). The approa h
usually adopted to study this and similar problems, is to design solutions based
on heuristi s and tailored on the apabilities of the robots employed, and then
test them by omputer simulations, or on real robots.
For instan e, in [14℄, experiments are ondu ted on a team of simple mobile
units in order to produ e omplex behaviors, by ompounding basi ones (su h as


A preliminary version of this paper has been published in [11℄.
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safe-wondering, i.e. the ability to avoid ollisions while moving; dispersion, i.e.
the ability of the robots to spread out over an area; aggregation, i.e. the ability
to gather; and homing, i.e. the ability to rea h a predetermined destination). In
parti ular, the author points out that o king an be obtained ombining safewandering, aggregation, dispersion, and homing. Hen e, in her experiments, all
the units have a ommon destination to rea h.
T. Bal h and C. Arkin studied formation and navigation problems in multirobot teams. In parti ular in [1℄ the problem of spe ifying the behavior for the
navigation of a mobile unit is analyzed, and results of both omputer simulation
and real experimentation are reported. In [3℄ the approa h is extended to multirobot teams that navigate the environment maintaining parti ular formations:
in parti ular the ase of a line, olumn, diamond and wedge are examined.
In their study, the authors assumed that the path along whi h the group of
robots has to move is known in advan e to every unit. This same assumption
is made in [5℄, where the robots are asked to move in a matrix shape along a
path represented by a straight line followed by a right turn and then a straight
line again. In ontrast, in this paper we do not assume any knowledge by the
followers of the path that the leader will follow. The followers have only a
ommon des ription of the formation they have to keep while moving.
A similar problem is studied in [17℄, where the author derives equations des ribing navigational strategies for robots moving in formation, and following
the movement des ribed by one (ore more) leader. In the studied framework, the
robots have identities, hen e their positions in the formation are xed. Moreover, in order for the i-th robot to ompute its position at time t, it has to know
the position of either the (i 1)-th robot or the leader at time t. Hen e, some
degree of syn hrony has to be introdu ed in order to implement these strategies.
In this paper, we analyze the o king problem by using very simple units
and by dropping the assumption that all the ships in the o k know the path,
or that they an derive it (e.g. by observing the orientation of the leader's prow,
or by deriving it by observing the leader in di erent positions). Following the
motivations that prompted previous studies ([8, 12℄), we adopt simple units to
study the problem: the ships are ompletely anonymous, identi al (no identities are used during the omputation), asyn hronous, memoryless, and with
no means of dire t ommuni ation. We des ribe an algorithm (the same for
all the ships) that allows the followers to keep a formation given to them as
input, while following a path determined at run-time by the leader, that a ts
ompletely independently and does not behave a ording to the followers' algorithm. Moreover, we present results of omputer simulations that show the
e e tiveness of the proposed solution.
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2 The Model

We onsider1 a system of autonomous mobile units (ships). There are two
kinds of ships in the environment: the leader and the followers. The leader a ts
independently from the others, and we an assume that it is driven by a human
pilot. In the following we will dis uss only about the followers.
Ea h ship is apable of observing its surrounding, omputing a destination
based on what it observed, and moving towards the omputed destination; hen e
it performs an (endless) y le of observing, omputing, and moving.
Ea h ship has its own lo al view of the world. This view in ludes a lo al
Cartesian oordinate system having an origin (that without losing generality we
an assume to be the position of the ship), a unit of length, and the dire tions
of two oordinate axes (whi h we will refer to as the x and y axes), together
with their orientations, identi ed as the positive and negative sides of the axes.
In general, there is no agreement among the followers on the hirality of the
lo al oordinate systems (i.e., the ships do not share the same on ept of where
North, East, South, and West are).
The ships are modeled as units with omputational apabilities, whi h are
able to freely move in the plane. They are equipped with sensors that let ea h
ship observe the positions of the others with respe t to their lo al oordinate
system. Ea h ship is viewed as a point, and an see all the other ships in the
o k (and the leader).
The ships a t totally independently and asyn hronously from ea h other, and
do not rely on any entralized dire tives, nor on any ommon notion of time.
Furthermore, they are oblivious, meaning that they do not (need to) remember
any previous observation nor omputations performed in the previous steps.
Note that this feature gives the algorithms designed in this model the ni e
property of self-stabilization [9℄: in fa t, every de ision taken by a follower an
not depend on what happened in the system previously, and hen e is not based
on orrupted data stored in its lo al memory. They have as input, however,
the same pattern F representing the o k to be kept. F is des ribed as a set of
oordinates in the plane, relative to a point representing the leader.
The ships in the o k are anonymous, meaning that they are a priori indistinguishable by their appearan es, and they do not (need to) have any kind of
identi ers that an be used during the omputation. They an only distinguish
if a ship is the leader or a fellow follower. Moreover, there are no expli it dire t
means of ommuni ation; hen e the only way they have to a quire information
from the fellow ships is by observing them2 .
They exe ute the same algorithm, whi h takes as input the observed positions of the ships, and returns a destination point towards whi h the exe uting
ship moves. A ship, asyn hronously and independently from the other ships,
1 The model we adopt is based on one introdu ed in [10, 8℄. It has been adapted, however,
to the parti ular problem under study.
2 The obliviousness of the ships also renders the observations weaker. In fa t, nothing observed in the past an be remembered, hen e used in order to let the ships organize themselves
to a omplish their task.
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(1) observes the environment (Look), by taking a snapshot of the positions of
all other ships with respe t to its lo al oordinate system. Ea h ship is viewed
as a point, and therefore its position in the plane is given by its oordinates.
The observation returns the positions of all the other ships in the plane (leader
and followers). (2) It omputes a destination point p a ording to its oblivious
algorithm (Compute); the lo al omputation is based only on the urrent (i.e.,
at the time of the previous Look) lo ations of the observed ships. (3) Finally,
the ship moves an unpredi table amount of spa e towards p (Move), whi h is
however assumed to be neither in nite, nor in nitesimally small (see Assumption A2 below), and goes ba k to the Look state. Hen e, there is no assumption
on the maximum distan e a ship an travel before observing again (apart from
the bound given from the destination point that has to be rea hed). The life of
a follower onsists in repeating an endless y le of states (1){(3). Moreover, the
only assumptions made in the model are the following [10℄: (A1) The time for
a ship to omplete a Look-Compute-Move y le is neither in nite nor in nitesimally small (i.e., is nite and bounded from below). (A2) For ea h follower
f , there exists an arbitrary (small) onstant Æf > 0, representing the minimum
distan e it travels in the Move state; if the omputed destination point is loser
than Æf , f will rea h it. (A3) Sin e we need to model ships that \ ontinuously"
move, we assume that the time spent in looking and omputing is negligible
ompared to the time spent in moving.
Summarizing, ea h ship moves totally independently and asyn hronously
from the others, not having any bound on the time it needs to perform a Move,
hen e a y le (it has to be, however, nite by Assumption A1); therefore, a ship
an be seen while it is moving; in addition, they are oblivious, and anonymous.
Moreover, no one of the followers knows in advan e the path that the leader
will follow, nor an it derive it at run-time. Their only task is to observe
where the leader and the other followers are, rea h an agreement | without
ommuni ating | on how and where to form the pattern in the plane, and
move to positions su h that the o k is formed and maintained.
Adopting su h \simple" units aims at understanding what kind of omplex
tasks an be a hieved, and under whi h onditions (for a detailed dis ussion on
this model and its motivations, refer to [10, 8, 9, 12℄).

3 The Flo king Problem

In this se tion we give a formal de nition of a family of problems that we all
olle tively the Flo king Problem. In parti ular, we propose two variants of the
problem, and hara terize through several metri s the degree of a eptability of
an approximate solution.
3.1 De nitions

A formation F = fp1; : : : ; pn 1; pLg is a onguration with a distinguished point, pL. We all the distinguished point the

De nition 3.1 (Formation).
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leader of the formation, and the remaining points the followers of the formation.
We all radius of a formation F, denoted by RF the maximum distan e

between the designated point pL and the other points in F:
RF = max dist(pL ; pi ):
i=1:::n 1

/.

Con gurations are used to model the positions of a set of vehi les, and also
to express the set of points that onstitute the desired formation. The formation
whose points are the urrent positions of the vehi les (in luded the leader) is
alled the ( urrent) eet (denoted by E ), while the formation given in input to
the robots, and whose points represent the desired position of the vehi les on e
the o k is formed, is alled the pattern (denoted by P).
In order to assess the degree of su ess of the o king, we need a measure of
how well the urrent eet approximate the desired pattern. We introdu e su h
a measure in the following
De nition 3.1 (D-distan e). Given two on gurations C = f 1 ; : : : ; n g and
G = fg1 ; : : : ; gn g, we de ne the D distan e among them as follows:
j j
X
D(C; G) = min dist(
C



2 i=1

i ; g (i)

)

where  is the set of all the possible permutations of 1 : : : jC j.
Moreover, we de ne
i (C; G) = dist( i ; g (i) ), where  0 is the permutation
P
j
Cj
su h that D(C; G) = i=1 dist( i ; g (i) ). As a shorthand, we will write simply
i when the on gurations are evident in the ontext.
/.
0

0

As an aside, we note that other kind of measures an be used. For instan e,
the maximum of the sum of the distan es, or its average, or the sum of the
squares of the distan es. Our experiments, however, have been tested a ording
to the measure de ned in De nition 3.1.
We an onsider that the desired pattern is rea hed when the vehi les pla e
themselves in the desired shape, with no regard for the orientation, or we an
ask, in addition, for a spe i orientation (typi ally, orresponding to the urrent heading of the leader). These two alternatives are de ned formally in the
following
De nition 3.2 (Target). Given a pattern P and a eet E , we all an undire ted
target of the vehi les any formation that is obtained by translating P so that its
leader point oin ides with the leader of E , and rotated by an arbitrary angle.
We denote su h a formation with TP;E.
Given, in addition, an angle , we all the dire ted target of the vehi les the
parti
ular undire ted target that is rotated by . We denote this formation with
TP;E We all the followers' positions in a target the slots of the target.
/.
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L

a.

b.

Figure 1: Undire ted and dire ted targets. The triangle represents the leader.
Noti e that, given a pattern and the position and heading of the leader,
there are in nite undire ted targets (Figure 1.a), but only one dire ted target
(Figure 1.b) | that, naturally, is also an undire ted target.
Sin e in our model the leader is onstantly moving, while the followers only
exe ute dis rete y les, it is impossible for them to exa tly form and maintain
the pattern at any desired time. To take this e e t into a ount, we introdu e
two distin t notions for exa tly and approximately forming the pattern in the
de nitions below.
De nition 3.2 (Exa t Formation). Given a eet E and a pattern P, we say
that the followers in E exa tly form an undire ted target TP;E if
D(E ; TP;E ) = 0:
Moreover, if is the heading of the leader, we say that the followers exa tly
form the desired pattern if
/.
D(E ; TP;E ) = 0:
We extend the above de nitions to the ase in whi h the formation is not
kept exa tly.
De nition 3.3 (Approximate Formation). An undire ted target is formed
up to  if
D(E ; TP;E )  :
Analogously, the dire ted target is formed up to  if
/.
D(E ; TP;E )  :
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Finally, we an introdu e our formal de nition of the Flo king Problem.
De nition 3.4 (The Flo king Problem). Let f1 ; : : : ; fn 1 be a group of
vehi les a ording to our model, and let L be an additional distinguished leader
vehi le, with heading L, whose positions onstitute a formation E , and let P
be a pattern given in input to f1; : : : ; fn 1. The vehi les solve the exa t (resp.
approximate) Flo king Problem if, starting from an arbitrary formation at time
t0 , 9t1  t0 su h that, 8t  t1 the vehi les exa tly (resp. up to  ) form a ertain
formation. More spe i ally, four variants of the o king problem exists:
 exa t undire ted o king: D(E ; TP;E ) = 0
 exa t dire ted o king: D(E ; TP;EL ) = 0
 approximate undire ted o king: D(E ; TP;E )  
/.
 approximate dire ted o king: D(E ; TP;EL )  
The exa t o king variants annot be solved in our model, sin e we assume
that the leader moves ontinuously and arbitrarily, while the followers only have
dis rete opportunities for observing the position of the leader and adjust their
ourse a ordingly. Hen e, while exa t o king an be onsidered as an ideal
referen e problem, in the following we will on entrate on the two variants of
approximate o king.
Noti e however that, sin e we hara terize through  the degree of approximation, and sin e we will give onditions that relate  to the features of the
vehi les, an arbitrarily good approximation an be obtained.
3.2 Conditions

In order for the problem to be solvable, a number of onditions must be met.
Let vL and !L be the maximum linear and angular velo ity of the leader, respe tively, and let vf be the maximum linear velo ity of follower f . Firstly, the
leader must not be too fast, otherwise the followers will not be able to maintain
the formation. Formally,
(1)
vL < min vfi :
i
Moreover, the slots must not move too fast for the followers, as a onsequen e
of the leader hanging dire tion; thus, also the angular velo ity of the leader
must be limited:
(2)
vL + !L  RP < min vfi :
i
In fa t, in the worst possible ase the leader is moving away from a follower f
while at the same time turning so that the tangential velo ity of the points in
TP;E that f is trying to rea h is maximal (see Figure 2).
Se ondly, in order to maintain the o king up to , the time spent in a
Move by a follower must not be too long. Otherwise, the leader ould hange
7
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vL + !L  RP
f 's target
RP
L

vL
!L

Figure 2: Limitations on the linear and angular velo ity of the leader.
dire tion and move away from a follower in the time between two onse utive
Looks, without the follower having a han e to orre t its ourse. Formally, let
k f = (vL + !L  RP) max fM (j )
j
where fM (j ) is the duration of the Move phase of the j -th y le of the follower
f . In the above de nition, k f is the maximum distan e that a point in TP;E may
travel during the longest Move phase of the follower f . Sin e we want that the
overall D-distan e remains bounded by , the following ondition must be met:
X kfi  
(3)
i

The ondition above is overly restri tive, though, sin e we onsider the maximum duration for the Move of all the followers. We an state a less restri tive
(but still only suÆ ient) ondition by onsidering the duration of a Move at
a spe i ed point in time. In detail, let f (t) be the time between t and the
beginning of the Move of the follower f that is being exe uted at time t (see
Figure 3). Then,
X
(4)
8t; (vL + !L  RP)fi (t)  
i

As a last remark, we note that, sin e we want the vehi les to form a spe i
formation and to keep that formation while moving, it is ne essary for the followers to agree on a ommon unit measure. Otherwise (i.e. if the input pattern
an be s aled), the formation would be formed even if, instead of following the
leader, the followers would simply \s ale" the input formation (that is, we would
have a situation where the vehi les would form a pattern that be omes bigger
and bigger as the leader goes farther away, see Figure 4). Hen e,
Observation 3.1. In order for the problem to be signi ant, f1 : : : ; fn 1 must
have ommon knowledge on the unit measure.
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t
f1 (t)

f1

f2 (t)

f2

..
.
fn (t)

fn

Figure 3: De nition of f .

a.

b.
Figure 4: The triangle represents the leader, and the ir les the positions of P.
If the vehi les did not have a ommon unit distan e, then they ould s ale P,
and the o k would not follow L while it moves.
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1
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S2
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5

Leader

1 2 3 4 5

The farthest jF1 j The next jF0 j jS0j The remaining ships
in S1 towards towards the available towards the available
the slots of F1
( losest) slots in F2
slots in S0
Figure 5: Examples of the behavior of Algorithm 1. The lled triangle is the
leader, the lled ir les are the followers, and the empty ir les the slots the
followers want to rea h.

4 Basi Algorithm For The Flo king Problem

In this se tion we present an algorithm to solve the approximate dire ted o king problem that works in the general setting where there is no agreement on
the lo al oordinate systems. Every follower fi is given in input a pattern P
des ribed as a set p1; : : : pjPj of points, relatives to the leader vehi le, L; we
learly assume to have jPj 1 followers arbitrarily pla ed on distin t positions
at the beginning (this de nes a valid initial on guration for this problem).
The intuition behind the basi algorithm is des ribed in the following (see
also Figure 5). First, the generi follower f omputes the bari enter B of the
followers' positions (Line 1), by exe uting Bari enter(F ollowers) (Followers
and L are the positions of the followers and of the leader retrieved in the previous Look state, respe tively), and a shared verti al axis
by the line
! Yangiven
passing through L and B, and oriented a ording to BL
be derived: this
is a omplished by Get Y axis(L; B), that returns the axis Y that all the followers will use to agree on orienting themselves in the plane.3 Then S0, S1 and
S2 , ontaining respe tively vehi les whose positions are exa tly on Y , to its left,
and to its right, are omputed (a ording to the lo al on ept of left/right of
3 If L = B , the followers an simply wait for the leader to move away from B , or for some
fellow follower that is already moving to break the tie.
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Algorithm 1 The Basi Flo king Algorithm
Input: The pattern P to be kept, relative to the leader.

5:

10:

15:

20:

25:

30:

35:

F ollowers and L are
the positions of f1; : : : ; fn 1 and of the leader retrieved in the last Look
state, respe tively. me represents the robots exe uting the algorithm.
B := Bari enter(F ollowers);
Y := Get Y axis(L; B );
S0 := fRobots On Y g;
S1 := fRobots On The Left Of Y g;
S2 := fRobots On The Right Of Y g;
F := Final Positions(P; L; Y );
BF := Bari enter(F );
F0 := fFinal Positions On Y g;
F1 := fFinal Positions On The Left Of Y g;
F2 := fFinal Positions On The Right Of Y g;
For All j = 0; 1; 2 Do
Sort(Fj ; L; BF );
Sort(Sj ; L; B );
End For
Case me in
 S1
k := Rank(me; S1);
If k  jF1 j Then
Move(k -th Position In F1 ).
Else If k  jF1 j + jF0 j jS0 j Then
H := fRobots In S1 Whose Rank > jF1 jg[
fRobots In S2 Whose Rank > jF2 jg;
Sort(H; L; B );
k 0 := Rank(me; H );
p := (k 0 + jS0 j)-th slot in F0 ;
Move(p).
Else
Move((jF2 j (k jF1 j jF0 j + jS0 j) + 1)-th Position In F2 ).
 S2
/* This ase is symmetri to the previous one */
 S0
k := Rank(me; S0);
If k  jF0 j Then
Move(k -th Position In F0 ).
Else If jS1 j  jS2 j Then
Move((jF1 j jS1 j + (k jF0 j))-th Position In F1 ).
Else
Move((jF2 j jS2 j + (jk jF0 j))-th Position In F2 ).
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).
At this point, f exe utes Final Positions(P; L; Y ) (Line 6), that rotates
the points in P, assuming that the leader is moving a ording to the dire tion
and orientation of Y , and translates them into the observed leader's position.
The positions returned by this routine are the slots that the followers will try
to rea h. After having omputed the bari enter BF of the slots in Line 7, these
positions are partitioned in three subsets: those exa tly on Y (F0 , Line 8), to
the left of Y (F1 , Line 9), and to its right (F2 , Line 10). Then, Fj , j = 0; 1; 2,
are sorted in de reasing order with respe t to the distan es from L and BF
(Line 12), and Sj , j = 0; 1; 2, are sorted in de reasing order with respe t to
the distan es from L and B (Line 13). These sorting operations are done by
Sort(A; l; b), where A is the array (set of points) to be sorted. In parti ular,
after the sorting, it is guaranteed that
8i; j; i < j ) (dist(l; pi ) > dist(l; pj )) _
(dist(l; pi) = dist(l; pj ) ^ dist(b; pi) > dist(b; pj ));
where pi and pj are points in A. Next, the rank k of f in the subset it belongs
to is omputed, by Rank(me; ).
Now, if f is the k-th follower in S1, and k  jS1j, then it moves towards
the k-th position in F1 (Line 19; a similar argument applies if f is in S2, see
Line 34). Otherwise, if there are positions available in S0 (i.e., jF0 j > jS0j and
k jF1 j  jF0 j jS0 j), f is dire ted towards S0 . In parti ular, Line 21 omputes
the set H ontaining the vehi les in S1 and S2 whose rank is respe tively bigger
than jF1 j and jF2j; H is then sorted, and the rank k0 of f in H is omputed in
Line 24. Then, f is dire ted towards the (k0 + jS0j)-th slot in F0 (Lines 25{26),
that is towards a slot in F0 that is not a target of vehi les in S0 (refer to Lines
31{38 to see how vehi les in S0 hoose their targets). If no position in S0 is
available, f moves towards the (jF2 j (k jF1 j jF0 j + jS0j) + 1)-th position
in F2 , that is towards one of the slots in F2 that are not a destination point of
either a vehi le in S1 whose rank is smaller than k, or of a vehi le in S2 (Line
28).
If f is in S0, and its rank k is smaller than jF0j, then it simply moves towards
the k-th slot in F0 (Line 34). Otherwise, it hooses to move towards the side
that has fewer vehi les (note that if jS1 j = jS2 j, then it hooses to move towards
a slot in F1 ). In Figure 5, an example of how the followers hose their slots is
depi ted.
Finally, Move(p) moves the exe uting vehi le towards p, and terminates the
urrent y le. As already pointed out, in general the vehi le does not rea h p in
one Move (the distan e it travels is nite, but unpredi table). Clearly, sin e the
vehi les an not remember p in the next y le (obliviousness), this implies that
it is possible that f hanges its destination point in the next y le, be ause its
ranking an hange.
Sin e the vehi les are memoryless, they an not be sure of the dire tion
of movement of L.!They only assume that the leader is going away from B
(i.e. a ording to BL). Furthermore, the followers assume that the dire tion of
Y
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a.

b.

Figure 6: With a non-lb-symmetri pattern, the destination point of a unit
depends on the hirality of the lo al oordinate system.
movement of L is given by the axis passing through B and L, and oriented from
B towards L, hen e they an rea h an agreement on Y . They an not, however,
rea h in general a similar agreement on X , that is on an axis hortogonal to Y
that would let them agree on the on ept of left and right. Hen e, the basi
algorithm applies only to formations that are symmetri with respe t to the
dire tion of movement of L.
4.1 Appli ability of The Algorithm

The basi algorithm statisti ally solves the approximate undire ted o king
problem. Furthermore, it statisti ally solves the approximate dire ted o king problem, provided that
!
1. the pattern is entered on the leader and dire ted a ording to the BL
axis;
2. the pattern P = fp1; : : : ; pn; Lg is symmetri with respe t to the axis
passing through L and the bari enter of the other points in P (we all this
kind of patterns lb-symmetri ), and
3. the pattern ontains at most 1 point lying on this axis.
In fa t, if the pattern is not lb-symmetri , the target slot of a follower robot
depends on whether the follower is in S1 or S2, and thus on whether it should
try to form the semi-patterns F1 or F2 . However, this assignment depends on
the hirality of the lo al oordinate system (see Figure 6), and thus
the followers
annot generally rea h an agreement on the formation to keep.4 Noti e that if
the pattern is lb-symmetri , the hoi e still annot be made, but it be omes
unrelevant sin e the two semi-patterns are indistinguishable.

In parti ular, no agreement !an be rea hed if all the vehi les o upy positions that are
symmetri with respe t to the BL
axis, while the pattern is not symmetri . See Se tion 6.4
for a more detailed dis ussion on this ase and for possible solutions.
4
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?

Figure 7: More than 1 position on the axis.
Also,!if the pattern is lb-symmetri but has more than one position lying
on the BL
axis (see Figure 7), two vehi les ould be ranked equal in step 24 of
the algorithm. In this ase, the two vehi les would sele t the same slot on F0
as destination, preventing the orre t formation of the pattern. Noti e that for
any number m > 2 of slots on the axis, the same problem ould happen when
m
2 slots are taken by as many vehi les, while the two remaining vehi les
ould o upy symmetri positions as shown in Figure 7.
4.2 Analysis of Experiments

To measure how far the vehi les are at time t from the aimed formation, we use
the following fun tions:
 e (t) = D(E (t); TP;EB((tt)) ) the distan e from the estimated formation, obtained from the position of the bari enter at time t. In parti ular, E (t)
denotes the positions of the robots at time t, and TP;EB((tt)) is the dire ted
target obtained by translating the leader of P onto the leader of E (t), and
by rotating P of an angle B (t) su h that the bari enter of p1; : : : ; pn 1
lies on the line passing through the leader of E (t) and the bari enter of
the followers in E (t); and
 r (t) = D(E (t); TP;EL((tt)) ) the distan e from the real formation, obtained
taking into a ount the a tual heading of the leader at time t, L(t).
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Wedge formation, 6 ships
Line formation, 4 ships
Spread formation, 10 ships
0

50

Figure 8: Fleet formations used in the simulations.
In Figure 11, some plots of e and r are reported, relative to omputer
simulations run with six followers trying to keep a wedge shaped formation, four
in a line, ten in a spread formation (all shown in Figure 8), and with random
formations.
In all ases, the simulations5 started with all the vehi les (leader and followers) randomly pla ed in a square area with a side of 512 units. Ea h vehi le also
had a random dire tion and orientation of the axes for its lo al oordinate system. Ea h follower had a random velo ity between 0.5 and 5.0 units/move, while
the leader's speed was determined in a ordan e with the limitations stated in
Se tion 3.2. The xed formations used in the experiments are shown in Figure 8; random formations were obtained by randomly hoosing from two to eight
symmetri points in the area delimited by the points (-150,-50) and (-50,+50),
where (0,0) represents the leader and the axes are oriented so that x oin ides
with the leader's dire tion.
The leader's ourse was determined as follows: at all times, the leader would
move forward a ording to its velo ity. At ea h move, with a probability of 1/20,
the leader ould start turning to its left or right with an angular speed limited
again a ording to Se tion 3.2. If already turning, with the same probability
the leader ould stop and ontinue its ourse as a straight line. Figures 9 and 10
show the ourses of the vehi les in two simulation runs.
In Figure 11, it an be observed how onvergen e to the estimated formation
(e ) is obtained on average in less than half the time needed to rea h the real
formation. Figure 11 also reveals other interesting phenomena. In the r graph
for the wedge formation, we an observe a \plateau" aused by the vehi les
forming the pattern in exa tly the wrong dire tion, i.e. in front of the leader
rather than behind it. This orre tly formed, but in orre tly-headed pattern, is
kept until the leader starts hanging its dire tion, at whi h point all the followers
rapidly rea h their proper positions behind the leader. Related e e ts an also
be observed in the r graphs for the other formation, in whi h instabilities
in the distan e are aused by the followers trying to at h up with hange of
dire tions of the leader.
5

The simulator has been written by Vin enzo Gervasi - University of Pisa.
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Leader
Initial Positions

Figure 9: Tra e of the vehi les while forming and keeping a wedge shaped
formation.

Initial positions

Leader

Figure 10: Tra e of the vehi les while forming and keeping the spread formation
with ten vehi les. Note the ir ular traje tory of the vehi les at the beginning,
while trying to align the formation with the ourse of the leader.
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All our experiments demonstrated that the algorithm is properly behaved,
and in all ases the followers were able to assume the desired formation and
to maintain it while following the leader vehi le along its route. Indeed, while
Se tion 3.2 provides onditions under whi h the ability of the vehi les to follow
the leader is guaranteed, even when those onditions were relaxed the followers
were usually able to ompensate for sudden turns or a elerations of the leader
(as long as the e e tive speed of the leader remained, at least on average, lower
than that of the slowest follower). As a further remark, we note that the obliviousness of the algorithm ontributes to this result, sin e the followers do not
base their omputation on past leader's positions.

5 Extended Algorithms

The algorithm given above does not guarantee onvergen e, although simulations show that it provides statisti al onvergen e in most ases. In this se tion we brie y dis uss the problems with the basi algorithm, and provide two
slightly more omplex variations that solve these problems.
5.1 Problems With The Basi Algorithm

The basi algorithm su ers from a number of problems, and is subje ted to
somewhat restri tive onditions. In parti ular:
1. The basi algorithm onverges rapidly only for approximate undire ted
o king, while onvergen e in the ase of approximate dire ted o king is
typi ally slower. This is aused by the followers' inability to observe the
real heading of the leader (and by their obliviousness, sin e they annot
remember the previous position of the leader).
2. The followers an assume and maintain for an unpredi tably long time
a wrong formation. For instan e, the followers an assume a formation
that is spe ular to the orre t one, and pla ed \in front" of the leader
instead of behind it. In su h a situation,
long as the leader maintains
! axis,as the
an heading that oin ides with the BL
followers will ompensate
any movement of the leader towards them by moving farther away, while
keeping the formation on the wrong side and thus reprodu ing the same
situation.
Problems 1 and 2 an be solved perfe tly by observing the heading of the leader
(i.e., by being able to distinguish the prow of the leader from the ba k), or |
with a better approximation wrt the bari enter | by having enough memory
to store the previous position of the leader.
3. In ertain situations, two or more vehi les ould ontinue hanging the
slots they have to rea h, ausing instability and slowing down or impeding
altogether the onvergen e of the algorithm.
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Figure 11: Some plot of the e and r , while forming a wedge of six vehiles, a line of four vehi les, a spread formation with ten vehi les, and random
formations (with a number of vehi les variable between two and eight).
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In the following, we dis uss some suggestions that an help in xing some of
the problems pointed out with Algorithm 1. Unfortunately, we did not implement this ideas yet; hen e, we an not present eviden e of the goodness of su h
strategies. This will be part of our near future work.
5.2 The Hula-Hoop Algorithm

A sour e of instability in the basi algorithm lies in the fa t that the ranking of
the vehi les in a semi-spa e (S1 or S2) an hange during the exe ution. As a
onsequen e, the assignment of the slots to the vehi les an hange, and this in
turn an ause sudden hanges of dire tion of the followers. Although very rare,
it is also theoreti ally possible that, in pursuing the new slots, two followers
keep ex hanging their ranking, so that the o k never stabilizes.
One way to solve this problem onsists in ensuring that the initial rankings
among the followers never hange during the exe ution of the algorithm.
In the basi algorithm, the ranking is assigned based on the lexi ographi al
ordering that is given by the distan e from the leader and from the bari enter.
Let f , g and h be the (i 1)-th, i-th, and (i + 1)-th vehi le in the ranking,
respe tively (refer to Figure 12). The area in whi h the ranking of g does not
hange is given by the region delimited by the ir les having as enter the leader
L, and as radius dist(L; f ) and dist(L; h) respe tively (the obvious extensions
apply if g is the rst or last vehi le in the ranking). We all this region the
stable spa e of g .
To try to maintain a stable ranking, ea h follower has to remain always in
its stable spa e. This entails:
1. stopping before rossing the stable spa e boundary if the target is outside the stable spa e (waiting until the movements of other vehi les have
hanged the boundaries, possibly bringing the target inside the stable
spa e), and
2. hoosing urved traje tories instead of straight ones to rea h a target that
is inside the stable spa e when the straight traje tory would ross the
boundaries.
While the above strategy in reases the stability of the algorithm, it is not sufient to guarantee it. In fa t, it is possible that the movement of the leader,
by hanging the distan es between the leader and the followers, hanges the
ranking of the followers even if they try to stay inside their stable spa es.
5.3 The Stripe Algorithm

A se ond variant of our basi algorithm in reases the stability by hanging the
measure upon whi h the ranking is based rather than by hanging the followers'
strategies, as done with the hula-hoop algorithm.
The stripe variant uses a lexi ographi al ordering of the vehi les in a semispa e based on the distan e from the Y axis, from the leader, and from the
19
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Figure 12: Strategy for the hula-hoop algorithm.
bari enter. More spe i ally, the Sort(A; l; b) routine in the basi algorithm is
hanged so that, after the sorting,
8i; j; i < j ) (dist(Y; pi ) > dist(Y; pj )) _
(dist(Y; pi ) = dist(Y; pj ) ^ dist(l; pi) > dist(l; pj )) _
(dist(Y; pi ) = dist(Y; pj ) ^ dist(l; pi) = dist(l; pj ) ^
dist(b; pi ) > dist(b; pj ))
where dist(Y; p) is the distan e between the Y axis (passing through l and b)
and the point p.
In this ase, the stable spa e of a follower is de ned as follows (refer to
Figure 13). Let f , g and h be the (i 1)-th, i-th, and (i + 1)-th vehi le in
the ranking, respe tively. The area in whi h the ranking of g does not hange
is given by the stripe parallel to the Y axis and delimited by the lines, also
parallel to the Y axis and passing through f and h, respe tively (again, the
obvious extensions apply if g is the rst or last vehi le in the ranking).
Also in this ase, the followers must take are not to deliberately ross their
stable spa e boundaries. However, sin e the stripes are oriented a ording to
the (estimated) dire tion of the leader, there is lesser risk that the movements
of the leader an hange the ranking and thus introdu e instabilities. On the
other hand, this variant is more sensible to variations of the heading of the
leader, espe ially when the distan e between the followers and the leader is
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Figure 13: Stable spa es in the strip algorithm.
greater than a ertain threshold, sin e the stripes an swipe rapidly. However,
this e e t is only signi ant if the real heading an be observed. When the
heading is estimated via the bari enter, sudden hange of estimated heading are
possible only when the bari enter is near the leader, and this in turn typi ally
only happens when the follower are near the leader, thus rendering the e e ts
of the swipe less important.
Noti e however that there is no need to follow non-re tilinear traje tories.
This variant of the algorithm is thus simpler than the hula-hoop one.

6 Remarks on Di erent Levels of Common
Knowledge

As an be expe ted, the amount of shared knowledge among the followers and
their omputational and observational apabilities ondition the type of problems that an be solved. In this se tion, we analyze how di erent ombinations
of shared knowledge, observation abilities and amount of memory in uen e the
kind of o king problems that an be solved by the followers.
6.1 Observability

Our model already assures us that the positions of the leader and of the followers
are observable by any follower, and all the algorithms presented so far only rely
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on this simple apability. If, in addition to that, we an also observe the heading
of the leader (e.g., by observing the dire tion of its prow), we an avoid relying
on the self-stabilization of a referen e point (i.e., the bari enter) \behind" the
leader, and lying along its dire tion of movement.
In parti ular, the followers an ompute the slots to rea h a ording exa tly
to the! urrent dire tion of the leader, rather than approximating it based on
the BL axis. Thus, it never happens that the followers stabilize on wrong
dire tions (e.g., in front of the leader rather than behind it), and onvergen e
is faster (a tually, r oin ides with e ).
We do not dis uss here whether being able to observe the dire tion of movement of the followers an improve6 further the onvergen e.
6.2 Lo al Coordinate Systems

We distinguish four di erent levels of agreement on the dire tion and orientation
of the oordinate axes.
6.2.1 No agreement

The basi algorithm we presented in Se tion 4 does not assume any agreement
among the followers on the dire tion and orientation of the axes. In this ase,
we have that:
 The basi algorithm and its variants in Se tion 5 solve the approximate
undire ted o king problem if the input
pattern is lb-symmetri and on! axis.
tains at most 1 point lying on the BL
 They also solve the approximate dire ted o king problem, assuming that
the leader does not inde nitely keep the same dire tion. In this ase
onvergen e is slower than in the previous one.
!
 If the pattern is lb-symmetri , but ontains more than 1 point on the BL
axis, it may not onverge.
 Any deterministi algorithm may not onverge if the pattern is not lbsymmetri .
 A non-deterministi algorithm may redu e the probability of nononvergen e to an arbitrarily small amount (see dis ussion in Se tion 6.4)
6.2.2 One axis dire tion and orientation agreement

In the ase in whi h the followers agree only the dire
tion of a single axis7 (and
!
not on its orientation), they an use it and the BL axis to obtain !a hirality
(e.g., by assuming that the lo kwise dire tion for angles goes from BL towards
6
7

This would allow some estimation of where the other followers will be at some future time.
Hen e, they agree on the dire tion of both axes.
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! and the shared axis x). However, if one of the two
the a ute angle between BL
! axis, no hirality an be obtained. Thus, in
shared axes oin ides with the BL
general, having agreement on one axis dire tion does not improve the apability
of the vehi les to solve the o king problem.
It should be noted, however, that even if the two axes oin ide, the followers
ould simply wait (by exe uting a Move towards their urrent position) until a
move by the leader or by a fellow follower breaks the tie.
On e a hirality is obtained, it an be used to establish a shared orientation on the ommon axis. Thus, having agreement on the orientation of the
shared axis at the beginning of the omputation does not improve the followers'
apability to solve the problem.
6.2.3 Chirality

! is a shared Y axis.
The followers an observe L and B, and assume that BL
Then, given the hirality, all the followers an agree that a shared X axis is
oriented a ording to the lo kwise dire tion and assume B as the origin. Thus,
given the hirality a omplete shared oordinate system an be established.
6.2.4 Two axes

If all the followers agree on the dire tion and orientation of both axes, any tie
ondition an be broken. In parti ular, the followers an form non lb-symmetri
patterns, and they an also form patterns with more than one slot on the Y
axis.
6.3 Memory

So far we have dis ussed the ase of oblivious algorithms, i.e. the robots annot
use any memory to store information about previous observations or de isions
taken. In the following, the onsequen es of allowing bounded storage apabilities are dis ussed.
In parti ular, if the vehi les an store 1 position (e.g., two real numbers),
the heading of the leader an be inferred by storing the position of the leader
at the time of the last observation and onsidering the movement ve tor to the
position observed in the urrent y le. In this ase, what said in Se tion 6.1
about being able to observe the real heading of the leader applies.
It is interesting to observe that even with an unbounded amount of memory
(non-oblivious algorithm), the followers annot form patterns that are not lbsymmetri . In fa t, onsider the ase in whi h the initial on guration of the
vehi les is lb-symmetri , while the pattern to be formed is not. Given a follower
v , we all its buddy v 0 the follower that o upies the position symmetri to that of
v in the other semi-spa e. If, for ea h follower, its buddy has the same velo ity
and moreover their look- ompute-move y les are perfe tly syn hronized, i.e.
they exe ute the algorithm a ording to a syn hronous a tivation s hedule, we
end up in on gurations that maintain the symmetry for an inde nitely long
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Figure 14: Cases of undeterminatedness with lb-symmetri formations with
more than 1 point on the BL axis.
time.8 Thus, any number of observations will not provide a means to break the
symmetry, hen e storing them does not help.
6.4 Randomization

If we an assume that the vehi les have the ability to take random hoi es (i.e.,
they are equipped with a proper entropy sour e), a larger lass of problems an
be solved. In parti ular, Algorithm 1 an be slightly modi ed in order to make
it appli able also to formations
! axis. that are not lb-symmetri or have more than
one point lying on the BL
In the latter ase, two diÆ ult ases arise, illustrated in Figure 14:
!axis,
a. when two vehi les (or more) o upy positions lying exa tly on the BL
and two (or more) symmetri al slots are available, one on ea h semi-spa e.
La king a shared dire tion for the x axis, the vehi les annot agree on
whi h of them should move towards the left-side slot and whi h towards
the right-side one, and
b. when
two vehi les (or more) o upy positions
that are symmetri wrt the
!
!
BLaxis, and two (or more) slots on the BLaxis are available. La king a
shared dire tion for the x axis, the vehi les annot agree on whi h of them
should move towards whi h slot.
In su h ases, our basi algorithm always hooses a xed slot as target: towards
the available slot in the lo al F1 in ase a., towards the slot losest to the leader
in ase b. Obviously, this strategy does not produ e an assignment of vehi les
to slots that overs all the slots. In pra ti e, this \tie" onditions are usually
broken by di eren es in the velo ity of the vehi les and by the asyn hroni ity
of their y les.
However, a stronger guarantee an be obtained by randomly hoosing the
target slot among the possible andidates in steps 29 and 40 of the algorithm.
8

Provided, naturally, that the algorithm employed by the followers is deterministi .
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In the simplest ase, involving only two slots, the probability of two vehi les
always hoosing the same target after k y les is 1=2k. Even if the vehi les
have the same velo ity and syn hronized y les, as soon as they hoose di erent
target slots the symmetry is broken and the algorithm an ontinue normally.
Randomization an be used also in the ase of non lb-symmetri formations.
In this ase, the algorithm for a follower f an
1. rank the semi-patterns a ording to some metri ;
2. rank the semi-spa es a ording to the same metri ;
3. assign the rst semi-spa e to the rst semi-pattern, and the se ond semispa e to the se ond semi-pattern;
4. rank the vehi les in the semi-spa e that ontains f , and the slots in the
orresponding semi-pattern;
5. hoose a target for f in the semi-pattern orresponding to the semi-spa e
that ontains f , as done in the basi algorithm.
One way to ompare on gurations for the purpose of ranking semi-patterns
and semi-spa es is de ned by the following pro edure:
Ranking

Input: Two on gurations C and D with jC j = jDj, and two points L and B .
Output: +1 if C ranks higher than D, 0 if they rank equal, 1 otherwise.
Sort(C; L; B );
Sort(D; L; B );

i

:= 1;

While i  jC j Do
If (dist( i ; L) > dist(di ; L)) _ (dist(
dist(di ; B )) Then
Return +1;
If (dist( i ; L) < dist(di ; L)) _ (dist(
dist(di ; B )) Then
Return 1;
i

) = dist(di ; L) ^ dist( i ; B) >

i; L

) = dist(di ; L) ^ dist( i ; B) <

i; L

:= i + 1;

End While
Return 0;

Noti e that the semi-patterns will always rank di erently (sin e the pattern
is asymmetri ). It an happen, however, that the semi-spa es ompare
equals,
!axis.
that is, all the vehi les o upy positions that are symmetri wrt the BL
In
this ase, the vehi les annot agree on the assignment of semi-spa es to semipattern. Vehi les observing su h a situation an, however, simply make a Move
towards a random point in order to break the tie. As in the previous ase, the
probability of a tie ontinuing after k de isions is 1=2k.
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7 Con lusions

In this paper we have presented a novel algorithm for oordinating a set of nonommuni ating, asyn hronous and memoryless vehi les into following a leader
while keeping a xed formation. The algorithm only assumes the vehi les share
a ommon unit of distan e, but no ommon sense of dire tion (i.e., a ommon
oordinate system) is needed, nor any previous knowledge of the path the leader
will follow. Moreover, the followers do not need to have an identity, and are not
distinguishable in any way one from the other.
Indeed, the algorithm we propose exhibits remarkable robustness, and numeri simulations indi ate that in most ases the formation is rea hed in a
relatively short time and kept after that, as desired.
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